Agenda Automotive Platform at Merck KGaA

09:30 Registration at Merck
10:00 Welcome – Logistics – Agenda – New members/guests (6) – SCHNEIDER
10:15 Merck Intro Automotive Platform – LANGGUTH
10:35 AUTOMOTIVE OLED APPLICATION – FINK
10:50 TOUCH WITH FEEDBACK – NEUNDORF
11:10 LC2011 – LCDs BEYOND DISPLAYS – PARRI
11:30 DNP’s OPTICAL COMPONENTS FOR DISPLAYS – KIHARA
12:00 BLACK MURA & CURVED DISPLAYS UPDATES – WOLF/BLANKENBACH

12:15 Networking lunch - Group photo – STEGEMANN

13:15 GLASS FOR AUTOMOTIVE APPS – HIROSE
13:45 SURFACES – ID8 - UPDATE – STEGEMANN
14:15 FLICKER – LAUER
15:00 Networking coffee break

15:15 DMS UPDATE WORK – BADER
15:30 DFF COMPLIANCE RULES – BLANKENBACH
15:50 AP TOPICS – HOSTS – DATES – CLOSING – BLANKENBACH